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- Deciduous Flowering Shrubs
- Broad Leaved Evergreens
- Flowering and Shade Trees
- Conifers
- Vines
For over 50 years the Bonnell Nurseries has specialized in propagating, growing and importing fine nursery stock. Particular attention has always been paid to the presentation of those plants that grow well in this area. Various sizes of plants are carried in stock to fit any plan and where the size listed is not suitable to the customer we invite inquiry regarding the special wants of your particular plan. . . . Bonnell's Preferred Stock includes many items not listed in this Catalog. We invite inquiry on any plant material.

Method of Shipping—All nursery stock is shipped from our Nurseries by the most practical and inexpensive method.

Terms—Net cash.

Prices—Are understood net F.O.B. Nursery.

Inspection—Our nurseries are regularly inspected by State authorities and our stock is free from insects and diseases.

Guarantee—Our stock is guaranteed to be healthy, true to name and of size and quality represented. Should errors occur, we agree upon receipt or proper proof to replace the same or else refund the money received for them; but we will not be in any way responsible for the crop or refund an amount greater than the original price paid. If the purchaser does not accept these goods on the above terms, no sale is made thereof and the goods must be returned to us at once.

Claims and Replacements—Nothing but first class stock, carefully packed, will be shipped out, and with ordinary care should produce good results, but once stock has left our hands and is out of our control, we cannot assume further responsibility, and no claim for damage in transit, replacement, shortage or errors will be entertained unless made within six days of receipt of same.

Special Selections—Stock specially selected by customers at the nursery will be charged for according to the value of the trees chosen, irrespective of the catalog price.

This Catalog supersedes all former catalogs as to size and prices.

Our Stock is carefully transplanted several times before it is offered for sale and has the very best of root system, insuring full success in transplanting. Digging and packing are done by experienced help and are as well done as modern methods will permit.

Location—Our office and nurseries are located on Kent Highway, ½ mile south of Renton. Follow Rainier Avenue south to Renton, then ½ mile farther on Kent Highway.
Deciduous Flowering Shrubs

(†) The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.

FLOWERING ALMOND
† PINK FLOWERING ALMOND—Long one of the most popular spring flowering shrubs. Makes a growth about 6 feet high and early each spring every twig is covered with small very double clear pink flowers. April and May. 10 to 18 in. $1.50.

ROSE OF SHARON
† ALTHEA, ROSE OF SHARON, SHRUB HIBISCUS—An excellent shrub for late season bloom. Makes a growth about 8 feet high of refined habit making an excellent specimen. Flowers like small double hollyhocks in late summer and fall. Bald white, rose and red. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.

BEAUTY BUSH
† KOLKWITZIA AMABILIS—Graceful loose-growing shrub producing showers of pink flowers in May and June. The flowers are like honeysuckle except that they are tubular in shape. This is one of our finest flowering shrubs. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

BARBERRIES
† BERBERIS PURPUREA (Purple-Leaf Barberry)—Long arching branches with vivid red foliage and golden yellow flowers in April and May. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.
† BERBERIS THUNBERGII—The bright red berries stay until spring; fine for group planting and hedges. Small brilliant green leaves with yellow flowers in summer. 15 to 18 in. $1.00.

CALYCANTHUS
† FLORIDUS—A neat, dense-growing shrub with lush green foliage having the scent of cinnamon. 2½ to 3 ft. $2.50.

CEANOTHUS
CEANOTHUS A. T. JOHNSON—New variety imported from England in 1947, which we think will be the finest Ceanthus; profuse flowering. 18 in. $2.50.

CEANOTHUS GLOIRE DE VERSAILLES—Bushy shrub. Very showy in summer and late fall when the lilac-like clusters of blue flowers appear. Excellent for cutting. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

CEANOTHUS MARIE SIMON—Identical to Gloire de Versailles but flowers a lovely rich pink. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

CHIMONANTHUS PRAEFOX
WINTERSWEET—Upright shrubs with fragrant yellow blossoms during winter. 5 to 6 ft. $6.00.
† CLERODENDRON FARGESII—Attractive flowers with reddish calyx, followed in October by porcelain-blue fruit. $3.00.

CORYLOPSIS—Winter Hazel
CORYLOPSIS PLATYPETALA—Primrose-yellow, usually fragrant flowers hang in pendant spikes and appear before the foliage. $3.00.
CORYLOPSIS SINENSIS—Rare, tall-growing shrub, striking in flower and also in its large oblong-ovate leaves. $3.00.

DEUTZIA
† DEUTZIA CANDIDA—Large, fragrant white flower. Semi-dwarf growing habit. Imported from England in spring 1947. New and rare. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.
† DEUTZIA CRENATA MAGNIFICA—Tall compact-growing shrub, making an ideal screen planting. Large graceful branches of white flowers. 18 to 24 in. $1.50; 4 to 5 ft. $2.50.
† DEUTZIA FLEUR DE POMMIER (Appleblossam Deutzia)—Free-flowering dwarf shrub covered with quantities of pink flowers. 2 ft. $1.50.
† DEUTZIA MAGICIAN—Imported from England spring 1947. Flowers carmine and white; compact habit of growth to 4 feet. Very choice. 2½ to 3 ft. $2.50.
† DEUTZIA PRIDE OF ROCHESTER—Popular deciduous shrub. Neat habit; grows about 8 feet high and is very free flowering. Flowers large and pure white. 3 to 4 ft. $1.50; 6 to 8 ft. $2.50.

EUONYMUS
EUONYMUS PLANIPES—A new introduction from Asia and one of the very finest of the Euonymus. Leaves and fruit large, richly colored in the fall. 3 to 4 ft. $3.50.
† EUONYMUS SANGUINEUS—Very rare, tall-growing Chinese shrub with orange-red berries and vivid red foliage in the fall. 3 ft. $3.50.
† EUONYMUS SARGENTI—Evergreen shrub. Glossy green leaves and stems with white flowers in summer. Orange red berries. Very good in shady spots. 3 ft. $3.50.

EXOCHORDA
† EXOCHORDA GRANDIFLORA—One of the finest of flowering shrubs. Long arching branches during May festooned with large white flowers. 3 to 4 ft. $2.00.

ROSES OR FRUIT TREES—SEND FOR OUR OTHER SPECIAL LISTS

Hydrangea Paniculata Grandiflora—See following page
## Deciduous Flowering Shrubs

### FORSYTHIA — Golden Bell
Very useful deciduous shrubs making a graceful 6-foot high plant with long arching branches. The main glory comes in spring when the brilliant display of yellow flowers can be depended upon to brighten the garden. Buds can be forced in water in January.

- **FORSYTHIA SIEBOLDI**—2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
- **FORSYTHIA SPECTABILIS**—2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
- **FORSYTHIA VITELLINA**—Imported from France. 4 to 5 ft. $2.50.

### FUCHSIA
- **FUCHSIA, RICARTONI**—To 6 feet. Handsome, desirable perennial from Scotland. Profusion of red flowers all summer and fall. 15 to 18 in. $1.00; 18 to 24 in. $1.50.

### HAMAMELIS MOLLIS — Witch Hazel
- **HAMAMELIS MOLLIS**—Fragrant. Deep yellow flower in January and February. 15 to 18 in. $3.00.

### HYDRANGEA
All Hydrangeas thrive in rich soil and partial shade but will do well in either sun or shade. Flowers appear from June to October.

- **HYDRANGEA ACCUMINATA**—Large silvery green leaves. Huge clusters of blue and pink flowers. 2-year. $2.50.
- **HYDRANGEA AMI PASQUER**—A NEW red flowering type from France. Makes a compact shrub. One of the best. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.
- **HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS (Hills of Snow)**—Shrub up to 6 feet, large snow white blooms, dark green foliage. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.
- **HYDRANGEA GLOBOSA CHINENSIS**—Imported from France spring 1947. Grows to 5 feet; interesting gray-green foliage with large clusters of flowers from pink to lavender in June and July. 2 to 2½ feet, $2.50.
- **HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS**—Large trusses of deep blue flowers. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.
- **HYDRANGEA PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA (The Tree Hydrangea)**—Large cone-shaped pink flowers; when cut will keep all winter. 15 to 18 in. $1.50; 18 to 24 in. $2.50.
- **HYDRANGEA VILLOSA**—Gray foliage; lilac blue. $2.50.

### HYPERICUM — St. John's Wort
- **HYPERICUM DENSIFLORUM**—Lovely rounded bushy shrub about 3 feet tall. Bears masses of small yellow flowers. 2 ft. $2.50.

### LEYCESTERIA
- **LEYCESTERIA FORMOSA**—An interesting shrub from China and India; to 6 feet with arching branches bearing long racemes of white flowers from July to October. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.

### LILAC
**FRENCH HYBRIDS**—2 to 3 ft. $2.50; 3 to 4 ft. $3.50; 4 to 5 ft. $5.00.
- **AMBASSADOR**—Light blue; single; 2 to 3 feet.
- **BELLE DE NANCY**—Pink; double. 2 to 3 ft.; 4 to 5 ft.
- **CONGO**—Deep wine red; single; 2 to 3 ft.
- **CHARLES X**—Argyle-purple; single; 2 to 3 ft.
- **DUC DE MASSA (d)**—Purple to labelia-violet; double; 1 ft.
- **GLORY OF HORSTENSTEIN**—Large flowers; purple; single; 2 to 3 ft.
- **JEAN MACE**—Purple; double; 4 to 5 ft.
- **JEANNE D'ARC**—Large, pure white; double; 4 to 5 ft.
- **LE NOTRE**—Double; deep violet; exceptionally large trusses; 2 to 3 feet.

### MAGNOLIAS
- **MAGNOLIA ALEXANDRINA**—Very early flowering. Deep rose purple outside; nearly white inside. 2 to 3 ft. $9.00.
- **MAGNOLIA AMABILIS**—Pure white, medium flower; very rare; free blooming. 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA CAMPBELL (New)**—A true aristocrat of the garden, this new and rare magnolia produces exquisite pink flowers of large size; very free flowering. 18 to 24 in. $6.00.
- **MAGNOLIA CONSPIRICA**—Very profuse blooming small tree. Flowers tulip shaped, pinkish white. 6 ft. $9.00.
- **MAGNOLIA DAWSONIANA**—Imported from England 1947; rare species from China; 24 to 30 in. $15.00.
- **MAGNOLIA FRAZERI**—Rare large-leaved species; flowers large, creamy-white, fragrant. 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA**—Evergreen; large glassy green foliage and huge pure white blossoms often 12 in. in diameter. Very fragrant. 15 to 18 in. $3.50; 24 to 30 inches $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA EXONIENSIS**—A rare variety. Same in appearance as Grandiflora but blooms more profusely and at an earlier age. Grafted plants only. 12 to 15 in. $6.00; 15 to 18 in. $9.00.
- **MAGNOLIA PARVIFLORA**—White, fragrant flowers; purple stamens. 3 to 4 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA LENNE**—Flowers rosy purple; outside rasy, white inside. 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA NIGRA**—Deep purple. 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA RUSTICA RUBRA**—Rose purple, large flowers; 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA SPECIOSA**—White striped purple outside; 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
- **MAGNOLIA STELLATA (Star Magnolia)**—Pure white; early. 15 to 18 in. $6.00.
- **MAGNOLIA VEITCHE**—Very rare hybrid; flowers large pink. 18 to 24 in. $7.50.

### MOCK ORANGE (Philadelpus)
- **AYVALANCHE**—Compact habit, with large double white flowers; rare. 3 ft. $2.50.
- **BANNIERI**—Dwarf compact; fragrant; semi-double. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.
- **BELLE ETOILE**—A new variety imported from France 1947. Dwarf single flower; white with purple center. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.
- **PHILADELPHUS CORONARIUS**—Tall; flowers large, single white. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice.** Smaller
Deciduous Flowering Shrubs

† SYRINGA ENCHANTMENT—Long arching branches of white flowers. Very good for cutting; double. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.
† SNOWFLAKE—New; very large, pure white; single. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† PHILADELPHUS VIRGINAL—Sweetly scented very free flowering. Large double white flowers. Probably the best of all. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† NEILLIA LONGERACEMOSA—Very fine; racemes of charming pink flowers; grows to 5 to 8 feet in height. Imparted from England 1947. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.

PAMPAS GRASS
† WHITE PLUME PAMPAS GRASS—From South America comes this beautiful ornamental grass. Makes very large clumps of reed-like foliage and tall spikes bearing pure white plumes. 2-year $1.00.
PINK PLUME PAMPAS GRASS (Rare)—Plumes like the above but pink. 2-year $1.50.

TREE PEONIES
Selected from the most famous Peony growers in France. $6.00 each.
† ATHLETE—Carmine.
† FRAGRANS MAXIMA PLENA—Clear rose; fragrant.
† JEANNE D’ARC—Large white.
† LOUISE MOUCHELET—Very large double salmon pink.
† MME. ED. SENECLAUZE—Double rich pink.
† MME. STUART LOW—Semi-double; bright salmon red.
† SOUVENIR DE DUCHER—Very full, violet, shaded purple.

POTENTILLA
† POTENTILLA VILLORIANA—Interesting semi-evergreen with clover-like leaves to 4 feet. Golden yellow blossoms most of the summer. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.

PUNICA GRANATUM — Pomegranate
† DOUBLE ORANGE—Large orange red, very double flowers. 18 to 24 in. $2.50.

FLOWERING QUINCE
CYDONIA CATHAYENSIS HYBRIDS—A new and distinct series of hybrids obtained by crossing Cydonia superba with cathayensis. All are vigorous growers producing many short lateral branches—hence they produce more flowers than the older varieties. They are early flowering and some will produce two or even three crops of flowers a season. All Quinces $2.50.
† APPLE BLOSSOM—White and pink blended. 3 ft.
† BLOOD RED—Dork red; 1½ to 2 ft.
† CRIMSON AND GOLD—Deep red with golden stamens. Blooms for 3 or 4 months starting early. 18 to 24 in.
† MOUNT EVEREST—Pure white. 3 to 4 ft.
† PINK BEAUTY—Clear pink shaded rose. Early and continuously in bloom for three months. 18 to 24 in.
† CORAL SEA—Coppery orange; 3 to 4 ft.
† SNOW—Large pure white; we have even seen flowers 2 inches across; 18 to 24 in.
† STANFORD RED—Has 2-inch, vivid red flat flowers; 18 to 24 in.

SNOWBERRY
† SYMPHORICARPOS CHENAULTI (Snowberry)—NEW. A small bush to 3 feet with arching branches of red berries during the winter months. Very good for winter decorations. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.
† SYMPHORICARPOS RACEMOSUS (Snowberry)—A 4 to 5 foot shrub with small, nearly round light green leaves on a neat framework of branches. In fall it is covered with white pearl-shaped berries. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.

Spirea Vanhouttei—See following page

AND LARGER SIZES. AVAILABLE — PRICES ON REQUEST
Deciduous Flowering Shrubs

SPIREA — Bridal Wreath
† SPIREA ANTHONY WATERER—A dwarf, 2 to 3 foot shrub, valuable for its showy flat clusters of bright red flowers all summer, but especially in late summer when other flowers are scarce. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† SPIREA ARGUTA (The Faam of May)—Closely set dainty white flowers wreath the branches from end to end. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† SPIREA CALLOSA ROSEA—Ta 4 ft. Similar to Anthony Waterer but taller and with deep rose pink flowers. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† SPIREA PRUNIFOLIA—Double bridal wreath to 6 ft. Double white flowers in clusters along graceful branches. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† SPIREA THUNBERGI—Very hardy medium size shrub very much like vanhouttei in size and habit. Almost evergreen and early flowering—early February and March. Flowers small, white, but in showy clusters. 1 to 2 ft. $1.50.
† SPIREA TOM THUMB—A very dwarf shrub bearing small red clusters of flowers during the summer. 8 to 10 in. $1.00.
† SPIREA VANHOUTTEI—The most popular of all flowering shrubs with graceful arching branches which become sprays of snow-white blossoms in late spring. Very hardy, fast growing and withstanding considerable neglect. 3 to 4 ft. $1.50.

STYRAX
† STACHYURUS PRECOX—Yellow flowers in stiff drooping racemes 2 to 3 in. long on dark red leafless branches. 15 to 18 in. $1.50; 4 to 5 ft. $3.50.
† STYRAX JAPONICA—This Japanese species is one of the finest of all flowering shrubs, with its graceful pendulous white flowers. 6 to 8 ft. $9.00.
† STYRAX OBASSIA—From Japan. Enormous, almost round leaves; fragrant white flowers. Grows to 15 ft. 4 to 6 ft. $5.00; 8 to 10 ft. $9.00.

SUMAC
† RHUS CANADENSIS—Clusters of small yellowish flowers are conspicuous in spring. Leaves trifoliate, aromatic when bruised, richly colored in autumn. 4 to 5 ft. $2.50.
† RHUS COTINUS (Smoke Tree or Purple Fringe Tree)—A large shrub or small ornamental tree. Leaves nearly round, very neat; flowers in fluffy clusters completely covering the shrub and giving the appearance of purple smoke. Very unusual and an attractive specimen. 4 to 5 ft. $3.50.
† RHUS TYPHINA (Slagham Sumac)—15 to 20 ft. Rich green foliage in habit and appearance like Rhus glabra. Very tropical in appearance but turning brilliant red in fall. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.

TAMARIX
† TAMARIX GALLICIA—Feathery arching branches with peculiar pink flowers that blend into the foliage on the ends of the branches. 3 to 4 ft. $1.50.

VIBURNUM
† VIBURNUM ERUBESCENS—Compact growing with large dark green foliage turning bronze in the fall. Flowers creamy white and very showy. New and rare. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.
† VIBURNUM FRAGRANCE—Winter flowering viburnum. Fragrant pink flowers January to March. 18 to 24 in. $2.00; 24 to 30 in. $2.50.
† VIBURNUM LANTANA (The Wayfaring Tree)—Large clusters of white flowers followed by black berries in winter. 3 to 4 ft. $1.50.
† VIBURNUM OOPULUS (European Cranberry Bush)—Very useful in screen and high border planting. Large clusters of white flowers in summer and red berries in fall. 6 to 8 ft. $3.50.
† VIBURNUM PLYCATUM—Shrub to 6 feet with clusters of snowball white flowers in May and June. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.
† VIBURNUM TOMENTOSUM (Japanese Snowball)—7 to 8 feet. Very much like opulus sterile but dwarfer and with rougher leaves. Showy snow-white flowers in similar clusters. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.
† VIBURNUM TOMENTOSUM MARIESI—Large conspicuous head of flowers; bronze foliage in fall. New and rare; imported from England 1947. 18 to 24 in. $2.50.

VITEX
† VITEX AGNUSCASTUS—An attractive aromatic shrub with spikes of pale violet flowers in late summer. 2 ft. $2.50.

WEIGELA
A favorite flowering shrub; neat in habit of growth with pleasing green foliage and colorful tubular flowers in summer. Excellent for cutting.
† EVA RATHKE—One of the best. Flowers bright red; profuse blooming. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† HENDERSON—New to the Coast. Flowers light pink. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.
† NEWPORT RED—A new semi-dwarf, compact habit at growth; vivid red flowers; superior to Eva Rathke. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.
† ROSEA—Pink flowers spring and early summer. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† VARIEGATED—Foliage variegated yellow and green; pink flowers. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.

(†) The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.
Broad Leaved Evergreens

(†) The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.

ABELIA

ABELIA EDWARD GOUCHIER (New)—A lovely evergreen shrub promising to be the best Abelia for our gardens. Growth is compact and always neat; the small glossy green leaves evergreen and rich pink flowers profusely produced all summer. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.

† ABELIA GRANDIFLORA — Larger in stature with gracefully arching branches covered with small reddish leaves turning later to a deep green. Flowers pinkish white from spring to fall. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.

ANDROMEDA

ANDROMEDA FLORIBUNDA—Evergreen shrub to 4 ft. Foliage dark green, blooms February and March. Suitable for shady areas. Requires no spraying or pruning. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

ANDROMEDA JAPONICA (Lily of the Valley Bush)—Low evergreen bush to 4 feet with waxy green foliage always neat and compact. Clusters of lily of the valley-like blossoms in early spring. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

ANDROMEDA CATASBAEI — Flowers similar to japonica. Foliage turns bronzy in winter. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.

STRAWBERRY TREE

ARUBUTUS UNEDO (Rare)—Native to Asia Minor, this choice evergreen shrub makes a neat close growth of deep green foliage. White flowers similar to Andromeda develop into bright red fruits like strawberries. Fruits in fall and winter. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00; 3 to 4 ft. $7.50.

AUCUBA

AUCUBA JAPONICA GOLDEN (Gold Dust Plant)—Glossy dark green leaves with golden variegations. Smoke resistant. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

AUCUBA JAPONICA—Green. Like the above, but foliage entirely green. Female plants bear brilliant red berries. 10 to 12 in. $1.50; 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

ARNAUCARIA — Monkey Tree

ARNAUCARIA IMBRICATA (Monkey Puzzle)—A striking tree of pyramidal habit, from Chile and New Zealand. Symmetrical habit with sharp spiny scales instead of leaves. 15 to 18 in. $7.50.

AZARA

AZARA MICROPHYLLA — Bushy evergreen shrub with arching branches clothed in small glossy green leaves. Makes an outstanding and attractive flower arrangement subject. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

BARBERRIES

BERBERIS CORALLINA COMPACTA (New)—A beautiful compact shrub with small neat glossy leaves smothering itself in a profusion of yellow flowers. Excellent for rock gardens. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.

BERBERIS DARWINI (Holly-Leaf Barberry) — Compact growing evergreen shrub about 4 feet high. Leaves deep green and small, holly-shaped. Golden orange flowers in spring turn to pale blue berries. 15 to 18 in. $2.00; 2 to 3 ft. $3.50.

BERBERIS DULCIS NANA—Dwarf compact evergreen suitable for low borders or rock gardens. Makes a 2-foot mass of deep green foliage. 10 to 12 in. $1.00.

Aucuba Japonica

Berberis Darwini
**BERBERIS GAGNEPAINII**—Evergreen shrub growing to 6 feet in height. Branches yellowish grey with slender rather long spines, purple berries in great quantities. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 2 to 3 ft. $3.50.

**BERBERIS VERRUCULOSA** (Warty Barberry)—Dwarf evergreen shrub 3 to 4 feet high with small dark green leaves turning a gay color in autumn. Light yellow flowers. Makes a dense growth of foliage from the group up. 1 to 1½ ft. $2.00.

**BOXWOOD**

† **BOXWOOD SEMPERVIVENS**—Trimmed in pyramid form. 18 to 24 in. $3.50; 24 to 30 in. $6.00.

**BROOMS**

Varieties marked with an asterisk (*) are the new and fancy types and not to be confused with the older standard yellow flowering types.

**CYTISUS ALBA**—White. 2½ to 3 ft. $1.50.

* **DONARD'S SEEDLING**—A new Irish variety from the famous Donard Gardens in Ireland. A gorgeous blend of mahogany and gold. Offered for the first time. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

* **CYTISUS DOROTHY WALPOLE**—An excellent variety; fine form and large maroon flowers. 2 ft. $1.50.

† **CYTISUS KEWENSIS** (Kew 8raam)—Dwarf shrub well adapted to rock garden plantings as well as a ground cover for banks where the prostrate branches make an excellent covering. Flowers rich yellow. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.

* **CYTISUS LADY MOORE** (Beauty 8raam)—One of the finest of all the Bram family. 10 to 12 in., $1.50.

* **CYTISUS LORD LAMBOURNE**. Flowers scarlet, yellow and pink. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

† **CYTISUS NEWRYENSIS** (Rare)—Flowers terra cotta and maroon. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.

* **CYTISUS PINK BEAUTY**—Very outstanding variety with delicate lavender pink flowers. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

† **CYTISUS PRAECOX**—Dwarf broom with abundance of pale yellow flowers. A very good shrub for bank planting, thriving in poor soil with little care. 15 to 18 in. $1.00.

* **CYTISUS SAN FRANCISCO**—Early rose red. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

**GENISTA HISPANICA** (Spanish Broom)—Yellow, sweet scented flowers in midsummer. 24 to 30 in. $1.50.

**CHOISYA**—Mexican False Orange

**CHOISYA TERNATA**—For shady, moist ground this compact evergreen shrub is especially suited. Dense, deep green glossy foliage and clusters of white flowers in spring. The flowers have a fragrance suggestive of orange blossoms. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

**CISTUS**

**MACULATA**—Low-growing evergreen shrub with dark green painted leaves and large white flowers blooming all summer; excellent for rock gardens and border plantings. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.

**COTONEASTERS**

† **COTONEASTER ADPRESSA**—China. A spreading dwarf shrub—a gem for the rock garden with tiny leaves, white flowers and brilliant, dainty red berries. Deciduous. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

**COTONEASTER CONSICICA DECORA**—Improved type of C. microphylla with finer foliage and dark red berries. 10 to 12 in. $1.50; 12 to 15 in. $2.00.

**COTONEASTER CORNUBIA**—New evergreen cotoneaster, with lush green foliage, large clusters of bright red berries; rapid growing, excellent in screen plantings. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 4 to 5 ft. $3.50.

† **COTONEASTER FRANCHETTI**—One of the best tall varieties. Arching branches with thick wrinkled leaves bear pinkish white flowers and orange-red berries in fall. Deciduous. 15 to 18 in. $1.50; 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.

**COTONEASTER HENRYI**—Evergreen to 8 feet. Large clusters of red berries. This is one of the best of the Cotoneasters because of its luxuriant evergreen foliage and enormous clusters of bright red berries all along the stems. 3 to 4 ft. $4.00.

† **COTONEASTER HORIZONTALIS**—Low-spreading shrub with graceful sprays arching out over ground and rocks making an excellent cover. The tiny round leaves turn bright orange and red in fall. Berries red. Deciduous. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 18 to 24 in. $2.50.

**COTONEASTER HUMIFUSA**—Fast growing and very hordy, this is one of the best varieties for covering banks. Evergreen with bright red berries. 8 to 10 in. $1.00; 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

**COTONEASTER MICROPHYLLA**—Dwarf spreading evergreen shrub for bank and rockery planting. Small round, deep green leaves and dainty red berries. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

**COTONEASTER PARNEYI** (New)—Evergreen shrub makes a beautiful 6-foot specimen of arching branches. Dark green foliage and large clusters of bright red berries all winter. The finest evergreen cotoneaster. 18 to 24 in. $2.50.

**DAPHNE**

**DAPHNE CNEORUM**—Low spreading evergreen shrub seldom over one foot in height; ideal for rock gardens where the fragrant pink flowers in spring and again in fall combine well with the blue flowers of Grape Hyacinth. 8 to 10 in. $1.50.

---

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Smaller Quantities May Be Subject to Extra Charge.**
Broad Leaved Evergreens

† DAPHNE MEZEREUM (February Daphne) — A deciduous erect shrub about 4 feet high. Pink flowers crowd the stems each spring before the leaves appear and are followed by showy red berries in fall. 15 to 18 in. $2.00.

DAPHNE ODORA — A most attractive bushy shrub. Deep green, glossy leaves and entrancingly beautiful sweetly scented wax-like flowers in late winter and early spring. 3 feet. 12 to 15 in. $2.50.

DAPHNE SOMERSET (New) — An improved hybrid of Daphne cneorum. The large spikes of flowers open white and turn pink before they fall. Cannot be too highly recommended. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

ELEAGNUS

† ELEAGNUS PUNGENS — An attractive evergreen shrub for either sun or partial shade. Grows to 8 feet and makes a fine screen. Foliage light green and golden. 12 to 15 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.

ESCALLONIAS

ESCALLONIA ALICE — New deep red, profuse blooming variety; compact habit of growth. Imported from England in spring of 1947; offered for first time. A “must” in every garden. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

ESCALLONIA C. F. BALL — New compact evergreen shrub with glossy leaves and showy red flowers. Blooms all summer. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.

ESCALLONIA PUNCTATA — Same as the above. Flowers pink. 2 to 2½ ft. $2.50.

EUONYMUS

† EUONYMUS JAPONICUS — Bushy evergreen shrub about 5 feet high. Glossy deep green leaves. Can be sheared into formal shapes. Excellent in cool, shady places. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

† EUONYMUS JAPONICUS COLORATUS — Climbing or creeping vine unsurpassed as a ground cover or to grow against walls. The foliage in spring and summer is dark green turning to a vivid scarlet in fall and winter. Evergreen. 2-year clumps 75c.

† EUONYMUS RADICANS — With smaller leaves but like coloratus. Does not turn color in fall—always a deep dark green. 2-year clumps 75c.

HOLLY

ILEX AQUIFOLIUM (English Holly) — One of our finest specimen small trees with glossy, deep green leaves and red berries traditional for Christmas decorations. Makes a wonderful dense hedge. Grafted berrying type. 2 to 3 ft. $3.50.

DUTCH HOLLY — Produces consistent and heavy crops of berries. Grafted. 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.

ILEX LATIFOLIA — Large glossy green leaves; excellent for hedges and berry-producing qualities. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

HOLLY MYRTIFOLIA — Small leaf evergreen Holly up to 20 ft. Pyramidal type with bright green glossy foliage. Splendid tree for foundation planting. 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.

HOLLY SILVER QUEEN — Evergreen tree up to 20 ft., same as English holly except leaves are variegated white and green; bright red berries in winter. 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

KALMIA — Mountain Laurel

† KALMIA LATIFOLIA — Related to the Rhododendron and making an ideal companion in the Rhododendron and Azalea planting. The leaves are similar in color, shape and texture but flat and pointed. Flowers delicate pink in good size clusters. Seldom over 4 feet. 15 to 18 in. $3.50.

LAUREL

ENGLISH LAUREL — 12 to 15 in. 50c; 15 to 18 in. 75c; 18 to 24 in. $1.50.

AND LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE — PRICES ON REQUEST
Broad Leaved Evergreens

† PORTUGAL LAUREL (Cherry Leaf Laurel)—12 to 15 in. $1.50; 18 to 24 in. $2.00.
† ZABELIANA—Spreading Laurel to 5 ft. with white flowers all summer. A splendid ground cover in sun or shade. 10 to 12 in. $1.50; 15 to 18 in. $2.00.

LAURESTINUS
LAURESTINUS—Bushy evergreen shrub with clusters of pinkish white flowers from November to April. Equally good in sun or shade. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 18 to 24 in. $2.50.

LONICERA
LONICERA FRAGRANTISSIMA—Beautiful almost evergreen shrub; very fragrant white flowers in March and April. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50; 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.
† LONICERA HALLIANA (Evergreen Honeysuckle)—A semi-shrub or vine, producing fragrant white blooms in profusion in early summer. Excellent ground cover for steep banks. 12 to 15 in. 50c; 15 to 18 in. 75c.
† LONICERA PILEATA—Spreading shrub about 3 feet across. Ideal as a bank cover where it holds the soil remarkably well. Rather uncommon. 10 to 12 in. 75c; 12 to 15 in. $1.50.

MAGNOLIAS (Evergreen)
MAGNOLIA GOLIATH—The newest and largest leaves and blossoms of all Magnolias. Imported from England in 1947 and offered for the first time. Flowers from 14 to 16 inches in diameter and very fragrant. 12 to 15 in. $12.50.
MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA (Southern Evergreen Magnolia)—A tree to 40 or 50 feet with large glossy green leaves and huge white fragrant flowers. 1 to 2 ft. $3.50; 2 to 3 ft. $5.00.
MAGNOLIA EXONIENSIS—12 to 15 feet. Dwarf and slower growing variety of the Southern Evergreen Magnolia. Free blooming, even when very young. Flowers large and fragrant. Rare; limited stock. 12 to 14 in. $6.00.

MAGNOLIA ST. MARY’S—A variety of Magnolia Grandiflora commencing to bear full-sized flowers when only 3 or 4 feet tall. 8 to 10 in. $4.00.

NANDINA — Sacred Bamboo
NANDINA DOMESTICA—A very attractive shrub seldom over 5 feet tall. Delicate small-leaved foliage, reddish when new, later turning a rich green. Flowers in spreading panicles, white turning to bright red barberry-like berries. Autumn color very brilliant. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.

OSMANTHUS
OSMANTHUS DELAVAYI—Evergreen shrub to 6 feet, medium height spreading shrub covers itself with showers of white fragrant flowers. Blooms from January to March. 15 to 18 in. $3.50.
OSMANTHUS MIRTIFOLIA—Pyramidal tree, evergreen, with holly-like leaves. Excellent for narrow panels. 2 to 3 ft. $3.50.
OSMANTHUS SILVERRUM—Variegated osmanthus. Similar to the English holly but produces abundant quantities of white flowers, exquisite for color effect. 12 to 15 in. $2.50.

PERNETTYA
PERNETTYA MUCRONATA—An attractive evergreen shrub from Chile. Masses of brightly colored berries most of the year. We offer colored berry forms in the following colors: Pink, White and Red. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

PHILLYREA
PHILLYREA VILMORIANA—Rare dwarf evergreen shrub with small clusters of white flowers; thrives in sun or shade. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

PHOTINIA
PHOTINIA GLabra—8 to 10 feet. Colorful shrub for the foliage, starting as red and turning to a bright glossy green. 18 to 24 in. $2.50.
PHOTINIA SERRULATA (Chinese Phakinia)—No finer broad-leaved evergreen shrub. From China. Foliage brilliant red in spring. Full-grown leaves are 8 inches long, dark, shiny green. Large clusters of white flowers and later black berries. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.
PHOTINIA SER. NOVA LINEATA (New)—A new and improved variety of photinia. Much freer blooming with creamy line in midrib of leaves. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.

PRIVETS
Most popular as clipped hedges, privets are also very fine shrubs for specimen planting, for filling in screen planting and in out-of-the-way places where the berries will attract birds.

LIGUSTRUM CHINENSIS (the Southern Evergreen Privet)—A rapid grower; small round leaves. One of the best evergreen, hedge variety. 12 to 15 in. 25c; 15 to 18. in. 35c.
LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM (California Privet)—Rapid growing to 8 or 10 feet. Leaves nearly oval in shape and bright green. The most popular of hedge plants. 15 to 18 in. 25c; 18 to 24 in. 50c.
LIGUSTRUM OVALIFOLIUM AUREUM (Golden California Privet)—Foliage golden yellow. Much used as a specimen plant and for foundation planting. 18 to 24 in. $1.00; 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.

Ilex Aquifolium (English Holly)—See preceding page

IF INTERESTED IN RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, HEATHER,
Broad Leaved Evergreens

LIGUSTRUM LUCIDUM (Leatherleaf Privet)—8 to 10 ft. Compact growth. Glossy leathery deep green leaves. 1 to 2 ft. $1.00; 2 to 3 ft. $2.50.

PYRACANTHA
† PYRACANTHA CARRIER—Fast-growing dark red berries; excellent for fireplaces and covering walls. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.
† PYRACANTHA LALANDI—To 15 ft. Painted dark glassy green leaves. White flowers in large clusters in the spring. Orange berries in fall and winter. 15 to 18 in. $1.50; 18 to 24 in. $2.50.
PYRACANTHA ROGERSIANA FLAYA (Yellow Firethorn)—Habit and growth similar to lalandi. Abundance of golden yellow berries along the branches that last all winter. 12 to 15 in. $2.00; 30 to 36 in. $3.50.
PYRACANTHA OXFORD RED—Similar to Carrieri, but darker foliage. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

RAPHIOLEPIS
RAPHIOLEPSIS INDICA ROSEA—An excellent plant for the rockery with fascinating dwarf appearing growth and curiously rounded leaves. Flowers pink in clusters over a long period. Highly prized. 6 to 8 in. $1.50.

SARCOCOCCA
SARCOCOCCA RUSCIFOLIA—Very desirable dwarf evergreen shrub for full shade producing small white flowers, which are richly fragrant, followed by glossy purplish red berries. Very useful in narrow border planting. 10 in. 75c.

SKIMMIA
SKIMMIA FOREMANNI—A new dwarf evergreen and much improved variety of S. Japonica with larger leaves and berries. Self-pollinating and producing berries every year. Excellent for winter decorations. Likes shade. 8 to 10 in. $1.50; 10 to 12 in. $2.50.
SKIMMIA JAPONICA—Narrow leaves and red berries. Suitable in sun or shade. Very useful around pools. 6 to 8 in. $1.50; 10 to 12 in. $2.50.

STRANVAESIA
STRANVAESIA DAVIDIANA—10 to 12 ft. Erect broad-leaf evergreen shrub newly introduced from China. The new foliage and leaf tips are a bronzy red. Flowers creamy white followed by large clusters of bright orange-red berries. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50; 3 to 4 ft. $3.50; 4 to 5 ft. $5.00.
STRANVAESIA UNDULATA—Dwarf spreading evergreen. White flowers and red berries. Ideal shrub for rock gardens. 1 to 2 ft. $2.00.

TERNSTROEMIA
TERNSTROEMIA JAPONICA—Evergreen glassy leaf, new growth ornamental for its red bronze coloring. White cluster of flowers followed by red berries. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

VERONICA
VERONICA CUPRESSIFOLIA (Cypress Veronica)—To 4 ft. A rapid growing shrub with grey foliage very similar to cypress. 10 to 12 in. $1.00; 12 to 14 in. $1.50.
VERONICA HECTORI—Low-growing shrub with scale-like, dark green foliage. Fine for rockery or wall planting. 12 to 14 in. $1.50.

VIBURNUM (Snowball)
† VIBURNUM BURKWOODI—A very fine hybrid form. Excellent waxy green foliage. Evergreen but the glory of this shrub is its large clusters of waxy, fragrant flowers—larger and prettier than those of Viburnum carlesi. Very choice. 10 to 12 in. $1.50; 30 to 36 in. $3.50.
VIBURNUM CINNABARIUM—Appearance and habits are the same as V. Davidi but growing taller to 4 feet. Very useful in complete shade. 10 to 12 in. $1.50.
VIBURNUM DAVIDI—Dwarf evergreen type about 3 feet high. Possesses the unique feature of having either buds, flowers or berries every month of the year. Should be in every garden. 8 to 10 in. $1.50; 10 to 12 in. $2.50.
VIBURNUM HENRYI—Evergreen shrub to 6 ft. with long narrow and serrate leaves, white clusters of flowers like laurustinus in June and July. Large clusters of holly red berries in fall and winter. 18 to 24 in. $3.50.
VIBURNUM ODORATISSIMUM—Large attractive glossy green leaves and very outstanding. Thrives well in wet and cold soil. White fragrant flowers. 24 in. $3.50.
† VIBURNUM RHYTIDOPHYLLUM—Long coarse dark green foliage, silvery white on underside. One of the most handsome of the snowball family with large clusters of white flowers followed by black berries. 3 ft. $3.50.

THREE ULTRA NEW VARIETIES
VIBURNUM GRANDIFLORUM—Largest flower of all Viburnum. $3.50.
VIBURNUM MACROCEPHALUM—Semi-evergreen. Has enormous balls of pure white flowers 9 inches or more through. $3.00.
VIBURNUM RHYTIDOPHYLLUM AUREA VARIEGATA—A new variety of evergreen snowball with large green leaves. Streaked with gold and silver. 18 in. $3.00.

ROSES OR FRUIT TREES—SEND FOR OUR OTHER SPECIAL LISTS
The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.

**BIRCH**

† SILVER BIRCH—6 to 8 ft. $3.50; 8 to 10 ft. $7.50.
† WEEPING CUT LEAF BIRCH—6 to 8 ft. $4.50; 10 to 12 ft. $7.50.

**BEECH**

† FAGUS SYLVATICA RIVERS (Rivers Purple Beech)—One of the finest lawn specimen trees. Compact growth, grey bark and very lovely deep purple foliage. Retains the color all season. Specimen trees, 4 to 5 ft. $5.00; 6 to 8 ft. $10.00.

**FLOWERING CHERRIES**

The lovely Japanese flowering cherries are among the most beautiful of small flowering trees. They are particularly showy in spring when they are a mass of bloom. The flowers are unusually large, single, semi-double or double. Ideal as a lawn specimen.

† PRUNUS AUTUMNALIS—Small tree with semi-weeping branches. Covered in spring with pinkish white flowers. 4 to 6 ft. $5.00; 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.
† PRUNUS KWANZAN—One of the best flowering cherries. Double pink flowers, some often 2 inches across. 5 to 6 ft. $5.00; 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.
† PRUNUS MOUNT FUJI—Large double snow-white flowers in drooping clusters. Truly a magnificent sight. 4 to 6 ft. $5.00.
† PRUNUS NADEN—One of the most handsome types. Semi-double rosy-red flowers. 4 to 6 ft. $5.00; 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.
† WEEPING CHERRY, SINGLE—Long, graceful weeping branches covered their entire length with single pink flowers. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† WEEPING CHERRY, DOUBLE—Like the single type but flowers a beautiful pink and double. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.

**FLOWERING CRABS**

† MALUS ATROSANGUINEA CARMINE—Very desirable flowering tree 12 to 18 feet high, making a lovely specimen when in bloom. Soft rosy-red flowers cover the stems their entire length. 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.
† MALUS BECHTEL (Bechtel Crab)—One of the most popular of all flowering crabs for its delicate pink double flowers, about 2 or 3 inches across are like lovely roses. It is one of the latest to bloom. 3 to 4 ft. $3.50.
† MALUS DOLGA—White blossoms with pinkish tinge. Large flowers. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† MALUS FLORIBUNDA—A small tree or if desired will make a shapely bush 12 to 18 feet high. Flowers are a lovely rose and literally cover the plant in spring. Buds bright red. Fruits which follow are tiny yellow apples. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† MALUS HOPA—Rose-colored flowers in April followed by red fruit in fall. 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† MALUS KAIDO—Very outstanding. Large, pink flowers; very free blooming. 12 to 14 ft. $9.00.
† PROFUSION—Bush type flowering crab. NEW. Imported from Europe 1947. Rosy-red flowers. 5 to 6 ft. $5.00.
† MALUS PURPUREA ELEY—Unusual for the red leaves and purple flowers in spring. Makes a handsome specimen tree 10 to 15 feet high. 4 to 5 ft. $3.50; 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.

**FLOWERING DOGWOOD**

† CORNUS FLORIDA (Eastern Flowering Dogwood)—Dwarfer than our western native, seldom growing over 15 feet high. Branches spread horizontally, giving a tiered effect—most attractive and picturesque when covered with the small white flowers. Leaves assume a soft red color in fall. 4 to 6 ft. $3.50.
† CORNUS FLORIDA RUBRA (Pink Flowering Dogwood)—Like the white flowering type but the flower bracts are a clear rosy-red. Color is better when trees are established so yours may not show its true color at first. Very free flowering. One of our best flowering trees. 5 to 6 ft. $9.00.
† CORNUS LUDWIG SPATH AUREA—Shrub type Dogwood with golden variegated leaves. New. Imported from Europe 1947. 4 to 5 ft. $5.00.

**ELMS**

† ULMUS AMERICANA (American Elm)—A noble and stately tree to 80 feet. Trees grow to great size with spreading vase-shaped crown. 4 to 6 ft. $1.50.
† ULMUS PUMILA (Chinese or Siberian Elm)—Very rapid in growth. Produces dense shade quickly and will grow in poor soils with very little water. Extremely hardy. 4 to 6 ft. $1.50.

**GINKGO — Maidenhair Tree**

† GINKGO BILOBA (Maidenhair Tree)—Very unlike any other tree grown—this unique and interesting tree, with its fan-shaped leaves, like those of maidenhair fern. Foliage turns bright yellow in fall. 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.

**HAWTHORN**

† CRATAEGUS LAVELLI—Semi-evergreen tree 15 to 20 feet high. One of the best ornamental hawthorns for the large orange fruits, which are often more than a half-inch across. 5 to 6 ft. $3.50; 8 to 10 ft. $7.50.

**PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. SMALLER**
Flowering and Shade Trees

† CRATAEGUS PAUL’S SCARLET—Very popular flowering tree. 15 to 20 feet high and a mass of vivid color in June when literally covered with bright red flowers. 5 to 7 ft. $3.50; 7 to 8 ft. $5.00.

HORSECHESTNUTS
† AESCULUS HIPPOCASTANUM—Beautiful stately trees 40 to 50 feet high with attractive foliage and showy spikes of waxy white flowers, like candelabras, in spring. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50.
† RED FLOWERING HORSECHESTNUT—A dwarf type making a beautiful small tree about 20 feet high. Pratuse with dark red flowers which are very attractive. 2 ft. $3.50; 5 to 6 ft. $7.50.

LABURNUMS
† LABURNUM VOSI—A great improvement over Laburnum vulgare is this 15 to 20 foot flowering tree. Flower clusters are often 20 to 24 inches long and are suspended like golden garlands. 5 to 6 ft. $3.50.

LOCUSTS
† PINK FLOWERING LOCUST—In late spring rosecam of pink wisteria-like flowers are very beautiful. Blooming size, 8 to 10 ft. $9.00.
† ROBINIA PSEUDACACIA (Black Locust)—6 to 8 ft. $1.50.

MAPLES
† ACER DASYCARPUM (Silver Maple)—Very rapid growing large shade tree. The under side of the leaves are a silvery white. Turns a rich golden yellow in fall. 8 to 10 ft. $5.00.
† ACER NEGUNDO VARIEGATA (Variegated Box Elder)—An attractive tree for specimen planting. Leaves different from ordinary maples—more like on ash, with attractive irregular borders of white, center portions green. 4 to 6 ft. $5.00; 6 to 8 ft. $7.50.
† ACER PALMATUM ATROPURPUREUM (Purple Leaf Dwarf Maple)—Vivid red from spring to fall, the small leaves are of fine texture and closely set. 2 to 3 ft. $3.50; 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.
† ACER ATROPURPUREUM DISSECTUM (Japanese Lace Leaf Maple)—6 ft. Dwarf habit and drooping branches make this an ideal specimen plant for rock garden pools. Foliage red or green, finely cut or dissected into fern-like texture. 2 to 3 ft. $7.50.
ACER PLATANOIDES (Norway Maple)—20 to 30 feet. Fairly fast growing. Excellent for street planting where symmetrical uniform trees are desired. 6 to 8 ft. $3.50.

MOUNTAIN ASH
† SORBUS AUCUPARIA (Mountain Ash)—Small tree with attractive foliage. Small white flowers in spring develop large clusters of bright red berries in fall. 4 to 5 ft. $1.50.

OAKS
† QUERCUS COCCINEA (Scarlet Oak)—8 to 10 ft. $5.00; 12 to 14 ft. $9.00.
† QUERCUS RUBRA (Red Oak)—8 to 10 ft. $5.00.

POPLARS
† POPULUS NIGRA ITALICA (Lambordy Poplar)—Tall spire-like tree, to 60 or 70 feet. Very fast growing tree and excellent as a street tree or for a windbreak. 12 to 14 ft. $3.50.
POPLAR SIMONSI—An improved type of Lombardy Poplar. 6 to 8 ft. $2.50.

FLOWERING PLUMS
† PRUNUS BLIREIANA—Beautiful small tree 15 to 20 feet high. Entirely covered with double, delicate pink flowers early in spring before the purple leaves appear. One of the best. Flowers extremely showy and fragrant. 5 to 6 ft. $3.50; 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† PRUNUS PISSARDI—The best known of the purple-leaved plums. A much larger tree, about 25 feet high, with smaller pinkish-white single flowers early in March. Fine for cutting. 4 to 5 ft. $3.50; 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.
† PRUNUS THUNDERCLOUD—A much improved purple-leaf plum. Fast growing. Leaves a darker reddish purple, retaining their color throughout the season. New leaves very brilliant. 4 to 5 ft. $3.50; 5 to 6 ft. $5.00.
† PRUNUS VESUVIUS—Deepest purple foliage at all. Pinkish-white flowers. 5 to 6 ft. $3.50; 6 to 8 ft. $5.00.

FLOWERING PEACH
† WEEPING FLOWERING PEACH—5 to 6 feet. Red or Pink, $5.00.

SYCAMORE
† PLATANUS ORIENTALIS—Most desirable as a shade tree. 6 to 8 ft. $3.50.

TULIP TREE
† LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA (Tulip Tree)—60 to 80 feet high. Foliage like a maple with cut-off ends, smooth, rich green and magnolia-like yellowish-green tulip-like flowers. 9 to 10 ft. $5.00; 10 to 12 ft. $7.50.

WEEPING WILLOW
† SALIX VITELLINA (Golden Weeping Willow)—40 to 50 ft. Rapid growing with long pendulous branches often reaching the ground. Bark very colorful—golden yellow. The best of all weeping willows. 6 to 8 ft. $4.00; 8 to 10 ft. $7.50.

AND LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE—PRICES ON REQUEST
The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.

**ABIES (Fir)**

† ABIES CONCOLOR (Blue Fir)—A very attractive evergreen resembling blue spruce but with longer needles, more symmetrical in growth and always free of insect pests. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00.

† ABIES PINSAPO NANA (Dwarf Spanish Fir)—A dwarf form of fir with waxy green needles, growing a few inches yearly; useful for planting where space is limited. 12 to 15 in. $2.00.

**CEDARS — Cedrus**

† CEDRUS ATLANTICA (Atlas Cedar)—A native of Eastern Mediterranean. A neat graceful habit of growth. One of the oldest known trees still in cultivation. 3 to 4 ft. $4.00.

† CEDRUS ATLANTICA GLAUCA (Blue Atlas Cedar)—Pyramidal moderate growing evergreen tree. Makes a beautiful specimen. Dense, soft needles of steel blue. 4 ft. $7.50.

† CEDRUS DEODARA (Deodar Cedar)—Popular cedar for specimen planting; becomes a graceful and picturesque tree. 3 to 4 ft. $5.00; 5 to 6 ft. $7.50.

**CRYPTOMERIA**

CRYPTOMERIA ELEGANS—Erect growing evergreen with bright green plume-like foliage, turning bronze in winter. Fine accent tree. 15 to 18 in. $2.00.

CRYPTOMERIA NANA GLOBOSA COMPACTA—Very dwarf globe-shaped canifer. Useful in pots, rockeries, etc., where the soft mass of fluffy grey-green foliage is very attractive. 10 to 12 in. $2.50.

**CYPRESS—Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana**

† C. ALUMI (Blue Cypress)—Close-growing columnar evergreen with flat sprays of blue-green foliage. An excellent accent shrub for foundation planting. 18 to 24 in. $2.50; 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.

† C. ELLWOODI (New)—The most beautiful canifer we have seen in years. A neat column of silvery blue foliage—fine and lacy. Very hardy, does not die out on the inside, and is resistant to red spider. Admired by all who see it. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

† C. ERECTA VIRIDIS—Fairly fast-growing pyramidal type with bright green foliage. Very effective in foundation planting. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00; 3 to 4 ft. $6.00.

† C. LAWSONIANA—Upright spreading growth to 25 feet. Good for specimen tree or screen planting. 2 to 3 ft. $3.00; 5 to 6 ft. $5.00.

† C. LAWSONIANA NANA—Dwarf globe-shaped shrub. 2 ft. $7.50.

† C. NIDIFORUM (Nest Cypress)—Horizontal branches radiating from the center to form a dense mass of bright green foliage suggestive of a bird's nest. 12 to 15 in. $2.50.

† C. STEWARTI—One of the best golden forms. Graceful pyramid of rich golden yellow foliage. 2 to 3 ft. $3.50; 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.

† C. TRIUMP DE BOSKOOP—Upright spreading growth 30 to 40 feet high. Deep blue foliage. 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.

**HEMLOCKS**

TSUGA HETEROPHYLLA (Western Hemlack)—Hemlack is one of the very best evergreen shrubs for hedge purposes as it trims readily and retains a good deep green color the year around. 2 to 3 ft. $1.50; 3 to 4 ft. $2.50.

† TSUGA CANADENSIS (Canadian Hemlack)—Hardy to zero and below. More compact habit of growth than Western Hemlack and very ornamental. 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.

**JUNIPERS**

Of all the canifers the only group really adapted to foundation planting by reason of their small size are the Junipers. They include all sorts from low and spreading to fairly large pyramids but even these latter can be kept small for a surprisingly long time by annual light shearing.

† JUNIPERUS HIBERNICA (Irish Juniper)—Makes a neat dense column of bluish-green foliage about 8 feet high. Very hardy. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50; 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.

† JUNIPERUS PITTZERIANA—Spreading shrub. One of the best for foundation planting. Spiky green foliage neat all year round. 10 to 12 in. $2.00; 3 ft. $7.50.

† JUNIPERUS SABINA—Semi-spreading. Makes a neat clump of deep green foliage not over 4 feet high. 12 to 15 in. $1.50; 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

† JUNIPERUS SYLVESTRIS—Evergreen upright, 8 feet. A picturesque plant with densely crowded tripled branches which look artificially trained. It is without equal for picturesque beauty and thrives in sun or half shade. 12 to 15 in. $2.50; 2 to 3 ft. $5.00.

† JUNIPERUS SQUAMATA MEYERI—Foliage a striking blend of grey and silvery blue turning to rich violet shades in winter. The growth is not regular or stiff, growing this way and that so as a specimen for the rock garden or in front of the foundation planting. 15 to 18 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.
Conifers

 единорог PICEA compact

 JUNIPER WAWKEGAN — Coast of Maine. Long branches trailing along the ground forming a compact mat or covering of steel-blue turning to purple in winter. Splendid for slopes, terraces or rock gardens. 8 to 10 in. $2.50; 18 to 24 in. $3.50.

 PINES

 JUNIPERUS SYLVESTRIS (Scotch Pine) — Symmetrical tree with bluish green foliage. 3 to 4 ft. $5.00; 4 to 5 ft. $7.50.

 PINEO PONDEROSA (Western Yellow Pine) — Long dark grey-green needles. Compact habit of growth. Very ornamental. 5 to 7 ft. $7.50.

 SPRUCES

 PICEA EXCELSA (Norway Spruce) — Rapid growing symmetrical erect tree. Short dark green needles. A favorite outdoor Christmas tree. 2 to 3 ft. $2.00; 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.

 PICEA EXCELSA PENDULA (Weeping Norway Spruce) — A truly rare type with graceful weeping growth. Does not produce a “leading shoot.” Stock limited. 3 ft. $9.00.

 PICEA PUNGENS (Colorado Blue Spruce) — Excellent specimen tree for lawns. Horizontal branches, attractive with closely set steel blue needles. Symmetrical and beautiful. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00; 3 to 4 ft. $7.50.

 PICEA PUNGENS KOSTERI (Koster Blue Spruce) — 20 to 30 ft. A selected strain with larger deeper blue needles. True Blue Spruce. Grafted. 4 to 5 ft. $15.00.

 THUJA — CEDAR

 THUJA GLOBOSA (Dwarf Globe Cedar) — Grows to 3 feet. Very useful for planting on either side of steps and porch entrances. Resistant to insect pests. 15 to 18 in. $2.50.

 THUJA DOUGLASI SPIRALIS — 15 to 20 feet. A pyramid of bright green foliage arranged in a spiral fashion. Very interesting as a specimen shrub. 4 ft. $4.00; 5 ft. $5.00; 6 ft. $7.50.

 THUJA LOBBI — 15 to 20 feet. One of the best Arborvitae for congested industrial areas as it withstands considerable smoke and dust. Foliage is broader than thuja and very handsome with golden tips against deep green. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50; 3 to 4 ft. $5.00.

 THUJA OBTUSA AUREA (Dwarf Hinoki Cypress) — A very dwarf erect growing evergreen with short glossy golden foliage. Excellent for limited space and in plantings around the home. 15 to 18 in. $3.50.

 THUJA OCCIDENTALIS WAREANA (Siberian Arborvitae) — 20 ft. maximum height. Usually a slow-growing dense conical shrub with a broader spreading base. Deep green all the time and on excellent background subject. 15 to 18 in. $1.50.

 THUJA OBTUSA GREEN — Same as above with glossy green foliage. 3 to 4 ft. $7.50.

 THUJA OCCIDENTALIS WOODWARDII — 5 ft. Dwarf shrub making a dense globe shape without trimming. A very fine plant for formal specimens. 10-in. globes $1.50; 12-in. globes $2.00.

 THUJA ORIENTALIS AUREA NANA (Berckmann’s Golden Arborvitae) — 2 to 3 ft. A slow-growing type forming a compact pointed globe of golden yellow. Very desirable for formal gardens and rockeries. 8 to 10 in. $2.00.

 THUJA PLICATA (Western White Cedar) — Rapid growth makes this dark foliaged conifer an ideal subject for hedges and wind-breaks. 5 to 6 ft. $5.00.

 THUJA PYRAMIDALIS — 15 to 20 ft. Compact column type. Light green foliage. Keeps dense without shearing. 2 to 3 ft. $2.50; 3 to 4 ft. $3.50; 4 to 5 ft. $5.00.

 THUJAOPSIS DOLOBRATA — Semi-dwarf evergreen with unusual scale-like foliage on coarse arching branches. An outstanding evergreen in almost any location. 24 to 30 in. $5.00.

 Abies Concolor — See preceding page

 YEW

 TAXUS BACCATA (English Yew) — 8 to 10 feet. Upright growing with deep green foliage. Stands shearing very well ond makes one of the best clipped evergreen hedges. 18 to 24 in. $4.00; 6 to 7 ft. $17.50.

 TAXUS BACCATA AUREA (Golden English Yew) — Same as above but with golden foliage. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00; 3 to 4 ft. $7.50.

 TAXUS CHINENSIS (Chinese Yew) — 12 to 15 ft. Very rapid growing evergreen. In growth upright with a spreading base. Leaves longer and dark green. 2 to 3 ft. $5.00; 3 ft. $5.00; 4 ft. $7.50.

 TAXUS BACCATA REPANDENS — 24 to 30 inches, with spreading horizontal branches covered with deep green foliage. A valuable plant for low planting, as with low junipers in the foundation planting or rock gardens. 3 ft. $5.00; 3½ to 4 ft. $7.50.

 TAXUS BACCATA HIBERNICA (Irish Yew) — 12 to 15 ft. Makes a perfect column of deep green foliage. Most popular of all the yews. Bright red berries in fall. 2½ ft. $5.00; 3 ft. $7.50.

 (†) The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.
Clematis Baron Veillard

(†) The dagger mark preceding variety name denotes varieties which are hardy east of the mountains.

VIRGINIA CREEPER
† AMPELOPSIS QUINQUEFOLIA (Virginia Creeper)—A wonderful self-climbing vine for covering walls and fences where brilliant autumn coloring is desired. 2 year $1.00.

BOSTON IVY
† AMPELOPSIS VEITCHI (Boston Ivy)—Self-climbing vine. Deep rich green turning brilliant scarlet in fall. 2-year $1.00.

BITTERSWEET
† CELASTRUS SCANDENS (Bittersweet) — Popular for brilliant berries which appear in fall and stay on most of the winter. Bright orange wings surround the red berry. Rapid growing. 3-year $2.00.

† CAMPsis MME. GALEN (Trumpet Creeper)—Large trumpet-shaped flowers of orange-salmon. 3-year $2.50.

LARGE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS
† ASCOTIENSIS—Light blue. $1.25.
† CLEMATIS BARON VEILLARD—Satiny pink. Late flowering strong growing vine. $1.25.
† CLEMATIS DUCHESS OF EDINBOROUGH—Double white. 2-yr. $1.25.
† CLEMATIS JACKMANI—The most popular of all. Immense flowers of rich violet-purple. 2-year $1.25.
† CLEMATIS MME. EDOUARD ANDRE—Flowers large rosy carmine. Very lovely. 2-year $1.25.

ENGLISH IVY
† HEDERA HELIX (English Ivy)—2-year 50c.

HONEYSUCKLES
† LONICERA GOLDFLAME—Bright flame without, creamy yellow within. Are very fragrant. In bloom from early spring to frost. 2-year $1.50.
† LONICERA HECKROTTI—Flowers are fragrant, orange-yellow shaded purplish crimson. $1.00.

JASMINE
† JASMINUM BEESIANUM—Slender branched shrub to about 8 feet. Small crimson flowers. Fragrant. 2-year $1.50.
† JASMINUM NUBIGERIUS—Bush form. Yellow flowers. 18 to 24 in. $1.50.

LACE VINE
† POLYGONUM AUBERTI (Silver Lace Vine)—Rapid growing vine for quick cover and attractive billowing masses of lace-like bloom. 2-year $1.00.
† POLYGONUM BALDSCHUANICUM—New; imported from Europe 1947. Flowers white flushed with pink, in large loose panicles, abundantly produced throughout summer and fall. 3-year $2.50.

WISTERIA
† WISTERIA—Pink, white or purple. Grafted plants. 2-year $2.50.

TREE WISTERIAS
† Available in Purple, White or Pink. 4-ft. 2-year heads, $7.50. We have grafted Wisterias on 4-foot standards. They make lovely trees with loads of bloom. Very nice as flowering specimens.

IF INTERESTED IN RHODODENDRONS, AZALEAS, CAMELLIAS, HEATHER, ROSES, FRUIT TREES, OR BERRIES, SEND FOR OUR OTHER SPECIAL LISTS.

Bonnell NURSERIES
Route 4, Box 90 Renton, Washington
½ Mile South of Renton on the East Kent Highway

SEND FOR OUR OTHER SPECIAL LISTS